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The Place of 4-1-1 Clubs 
in Urban Areas 

T. T. MARTIN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The place of 4-H club work in urban areas of America is being de
termined largely upon the requests for club opportunities by the urban 
people themselves. By this procedure, 34 states now are conducting 
4-H club work in cities with populations of 2500 or more people. This 
is a real challenge to the Colleges of Agriculture and the United States 
Department of Agriculture. These requests are increasing for the fur
ther development of an urban-type 4-H club organization similar to 
the club work now being conducted nation-wide by the people in the 
rural areas and in the non-farm villages with populations under 2500 
people for boys and girls 10 to 20 years of age, inclusive. 

Traditiona:lly, people think of extension work as a service only for 
rural people. But there are no legal barriers to the development of ex
tension work in urban areas. The Federal Smith-Lever Act neither 
mentions extension work with youth nor limits its services to rural 
people. However, the discussions reported in the Congressiot;lal Record 
at the time the law was enacted imply that it was intended primarily 
for rural people, which included boys and girls. Also, the question was 
raised in the same Congressional discussions about a similar program 
for urban youth. Subsequent legislation did specifically include urban 
areas within the scope of extension work. In addition, in 1945 the offi
cial 4-H objectives of long standing were supplemented by the "Ten 
Guide Posts," nine of which apply to urban as well as to rural people. 
So from the beginning of the Agricultural Extension Service, rural and 
urban purposes have been considered more or less identical, but with 
the approaches for solving their respective problems being somewhat 
different. (6a)** 

• This is a continuation of the Missouri studies, as follows: 
Extension Study 2, "Junior Leaders in the 4-H Club Program," 1945. 
Extension Study 3, "The Local 4-H Club Organization," 1947. 
Extension Study 4, "The Learning Situation in 4-H Club Work," 1948. 
Extension study 5, "The Role of the 4-H Club Group in Developing Bal-

anced Youth on the Farm," 1949. 
Experiment Station Bulletin 562, "Practical Methods of Evaluation in 4-H 

Club Work," 1951. 
.* See Bibliography, page 29. 
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In purpose, this study is exploratory. It is neither absolute in con
clusions nor specific in recommendations, but is a review of the pres
ent situation. In fact, no attempt has been made to set up a formal out
line of procedures for expanding 4-H club work in urban areas. Instead, 
the study has been based largely upon the apparent effects of the shift 
of population from rural to village and urban areas, upon the current 
experiences of pioneers in this urban 4-H field, upon the background 
factors for better understanding of both rural and urban people and 
upon evaluations based upon well recognized principles of social 
science. 

Regarding probable trends of urban procedure, the new history of 
club work, ."The 4-H Story," reveals that club work in the rural areas 
was developed gradually by the local people themselves, as voluntary 
group work in an educational process over a period of years, under the 
general guidance of the Agricultural Extension Service. The question 
naturally arises now as to whether or not the further development of 
urban club work, especially in the metropolitan centers, will neces
sarily follow this same kind of process based upon the interests and 
needs of urban youth as recognized in urban neighborhoods and spon
sored and led by urban people. This study has been made to help an
swer that question. (14a) 

The author of this study feels very inexperienced in the urban field 
of youth work. However, he spent two years ·on full time helping con
duct group work with youth in a city and in its suburban fringes of 
another state, and four years on part time in helping to supervise ur
ban 4-H garden clubs. This experience has been very helpful. 

II. THE SITUATION 

1. The Situation of youth in Rural Non-Farm and Urban Areas 

Rural farm and rural non-farm populations are becoming more 
nearly equal. There are 152,332 rural farm youth and 102,774 rural 
non-farm YQuth, 10 to 20 years of age, inclusive, in Missouri, accord
ing to the U. S. Census of 1950. This does not include the city-fringes 
whose populations generally are included in city or suburban statistics. 
In Missouri, approximately 23 percent of rural farm youth were en
rolled in 4-H club work in 1951. These statistics also include several 
members from non-farm villages; but no youth were enrolled in the 
cities. 

On the other hand, in New York State where urban 4-H club work 
has been developed systematically over most of the state, the urban en
rollment was 25 percent of total state club enrollment for 1948. (15a) 
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2. Shift of Population Helped Create Demand for Urban 4-H Club Work 

The shift of population in America from rural to rural non-farm 
areas of villages and cities has helped create a demand for 4-H club 
work in urban areas. In the country at large, farms are becoming larger 
and fewer; and near cities, smaller and in greater numbers, according 
to the U. S. Census. 

In Missouri during the ten-year period of 1940 to 1950, the trend 
of population changes due to migration was about as follows: (12a) 

a. The main increases in non-farm populations of Missouri due to 
migration have taken place in the rural villages and in the urban areas 
of the central Ozark region (27%), in northeast Missouri (16.4%), and 
the southeastern "Boot-Heel" (11 .4%). Another study shows that vil
lages grow when there is a high degree of solidarity and a social at
mosphere that is very attractive to farm people. (4a) 

h. The main decreases in non-farm populations due to migration 
occurred in the southeast Ozark area of the state (6.8%). 

c. The only rural population increases due to migration for this 
period were in St. Charles and St. Louis counties (38.8%) and a frac
tional increase in Clay and Jackson counties near Kansas City. How
ever, the population of the cities in the same area increased, too. 

3. Some Overall Effects on Youth of the Shift of Population 

In Missouri, there are opportunities for only about 50 percent of 
farm youth to remain on farms. This is an average of approximately 
60 percent of youth in the better land areas of the state; and some 35 
percent, in typical Ozark regions. In a positive way, this shift also pro
vided employment for many of the young people who migrated to the 
cities and industrial centers. (9a) 

The effects of the three main shifts in population are summarized 
for the following non-farm areas: 

a. Rural Non-Farm youth. - The rural non-farm youth of villages 
under 2500 in population are the most restless and unsettled of any 
youth groups. Apparently, these areas have been limited in their devel
opment of neighborhood responsibility and sponsorship. The popula
tion has been on the move, three out of four of older youth in the c~)Un
try at large expressing a desire to go elsewhere to live, according to 
the American youth Commission. However, these people are rural in 
most respects and probably should be reached by the regular rural 4-H 
program. 

b. Urban Youth in City Fringes. - Generally, the city-fringes and 
other suburban segments are the fastest growing of any populations 
in America, being composed largely of people, about as follows: 
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(1). First, the city-fringe includes the people who originally lived on 
farms just outside the city limits, but were circumscribed and absorbed 
by the expanding city boundaries. These people are rural by tradition. 

(2). Then, there are the people who moved from the open country 
into the city-fringes. They are traditionally rural, too. 

(3). Also, several persons moved from the metropolitan centers to 
the city-fringes. They mayor may not have rural background. 

(4). In addition, there are people there who originally moved from 
the open country into the metropolitan centers; and then, after a time, 
moved back into the city-fringes. They are rural in background. 

(5). There is an increasing number of persons who live in the outer
border of the city-fringes and commute to the industrial centers for all 
or part-time employment. Their background is rural. 

(6). Finally, the migration of people who follow small industries 
from time to time and place to place created another type of changing 
population, something like the movement of tenant farmers. These 
people mayor may not have rural background. 

Here in the city-fringe is a possible social complex about which 
little is known. On the surface, it appears that socialization has not al
ways taken place. That is, these people with different origins, tradi
tions and other backgrounds possibly have inadvertently prevented in 
many places the development of the "we-feeling" and the will to act 
together in local neighborhoods. This situation may became a barrier 
in club organization, unless the basic aspects of the people are better 
understood. 

c. Metropolitan Centers. - The metropolitan centers seem to be 
able to care for themselves. They can care for their own finances, spon
sorship and leadership, three out of ten older youth already being mem
bers of one or more group work organizations. Many of the civic, busi
ness and professional leaders of the cities migrated from the country. 
Even so, this type of urban situation is very different from the other 
urban areas. 
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III. QUESTIONNAIRE - CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 
OF 4-H CLUB WORK IN VILLAGES 

AND URBAN AREAS 

7 

Questionnaires were sent out to 15 states representing all sections 
of America in which 4-H club work is being conducted in non-farm 
areas, as follows: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, Washington and Wisconsin. Records were ob
tained by other studies from three other states. In all, reports were 
used from 15 states with a few facts from other states. 

A total of 13 questions was asked about the 4-H club work being 
conducted in the non-farm areas of those states. The questions, com~ 
posite and individual answers, with some evaluations, follow each ques
tion in order. 

1. Are .Club Members Organized Within Non-Farm Villages and in 
Urban Areas? 

The answers are summarized briefly, as follows : (Fifteen states). 
a. Club work is conducted in all types of non-farm areas within the 

state - 3 states (20%). 
b. Club work is conducted only in non-farm villages - 2 states 

(13%). 
c. Club work is conducted in both rural and non-farm villages-

2 states (13%). 
d. Club work is conducted only in city-fringes - 3 states (20%). 
e. Club work is conducted only in metropolitan centers - 5 states 

(33%). 
Much of the material for this study has been taken from the thesis 

of Margaret F. Kohl of Montana, as indicated in the bibliography. This 
reveals that 34 states were conducting 4-H club work in urban areas 
at the time. Of this number, 26 states had developed club work in 970 
cities with populations of 2500 to 50,000 people; and two states had no 
urban club work in cities of less than 50,000 population, but had pro
grams in each city with over 50,000 people. There were 14 states which 
reported no urban club work, including Missouri. (6b) 

Unfortunately, the total number of urban 4-H members is not 
known. Extension reports usually combine the statistics of both rural 
and urban areas. The biggest enrollmenfs reported were: Denver, 233 
clubs, 1772 members; Detroit, 80 clubs, 2262 members; Chicago, 30 
clubs, 450 members; Albuquerque, 20 clubs, 450 members; Indiana
polis, 250 clubs, 2710 members; Manchester, New Hampshire, 57 clubs, 
747 members; and Portland, Oregon, 208 clubs, 1634 members. 
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Some Evaluations.-The principles of social science and the lessons 
of successful experience will be used, as applicable, in measuring the 
answers to these questions about urban 4-H work. Although science can 
show what is possible to be done in certain directions and also what is 
desirable, it cannot prevent the administrators, leaders, sponsors and 
members from making less desirable choices. Such choices will de
pend upon their standards of value. 

The following observations are made: 

a. The 4-H work is being conducted in urban areas of every section 
of the United States. 

b. In the country at large, apparently there is more 4-H work being 
conducted at this time in rural non-farm areas than in urban areas. 

c. Also in most sections of the country, the 4-H work in urban areas 
is more closely related to the schools and the churches than in rural 
areas. 

d. The 4-H work is largely rural in the rural non-farm areas of vil
lages, in small cities and in city-fringes; but the 4-H situation in metro
politan centers is different. However, the interests and needs of youth 
in both rural and urban situations are similar, but the approaches for 
meeting their problems may have to be varied and different. Any pro
gram should be in harmony with the culture of the local people - with 
their equipment, their skills, their beliefs, their attitudes and their 
local organizations. 

e. Plans for developing urban club work have been patterned after 
successful work in rural areas. It seems probable that further develop
ment of club programs, especially in metropolitan centers, will come 
out of .urban experience by the educational process of trial and error. 

f. Since 4-H club work is entering urban areas, care should be taken 
to avoid competition with other established youth organizations. Also 
rural leaders in turn, should be tolerant and helpful with any urban 
youth organizations which may be approved by rural people as youth 
programs in the country. 

2 .What are the Main Reasons for Organizing 4-H Work in Urban 
Areas? 

The main reasons for organizing 4-H work in urban areas were re
ported by the states, as follows: 

a. In Missouri, club work has been organized only in rural areas 
and in villages. 

b. In most states, 4-H work was first organized in non-farm areas 
in response to requests from interested youth, their parents, sponsor
ing organizations or prominent citizens. However, in Butte, Montana, 
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civic leaders requested 4-H service, although there is no county exten
sion office in that mining county. (6c) 

c. Out of successful war-time gardens and food conservation cam
paigns came follow-up requests in many cities for 4-H work. In this 
situation, it seems that the "proof of the pudding is the eating." 

d. In certain metropolitan areas and in special fluctuating resort col
onies, 4-H work has been requested, both for underprivileged youth and 
for the elite vacation groups, but in different clubs. 

e. In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 4-H work was asked for as a character
building organization to help reduce juvenile delinquency. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are offered: 
a. Club experience in non-farm areas has demonstrated that the 

introduction of 4-H work usually creates interest in starting extension 
work for adults, and vice-versa. 

b. The urban people pay taxes to support the Agricultural Exten
sion Service. They know that there are no legal barriers to extension 
work in urban areas, and they feel in most places that the rural-urban 
lines of cleavage of former days are about gone for most communities. 
They seem to be getting ready for an extension program of their own. 

c. The urban philosophy, summarized from the states about 4-H 
work, is about as follows: 

(1). It is a system of voluntary education known as group work. It is 
self-help, both for the individual and the group. 

(2.) It is geared close to the home and to the natural neighborhood 
situations of youth. 

(3.) It can be conducted at relatively small cost. 
(4). In addition, it is a worth-while, leisure-time activity for youth. 
d. It has been observed in some community situations that a joint 

club of boys and girls from both rural and urban areas often does not 
succeed, especially if the interests, traditions, experiences and associa
tions of the members are very different. However, experience also 
has shown conclusively that rural and rural non-farm youth who at
tend the same consolidated school in city-fringes and suburban areas, 
usually work together successfully in one group, because they are ac
customed to working and playing together in school and can achieve 
unity in the 4-H club. 

3. Is Club Work Conducted Under the Direction of the County Ex
tension Office, or as an Urban Administrative Unit, Separate but Co
ordinate With the County Extension Office? 

In Missouri, the urban program which the Agricultural Extension 
Service is conducting in Kansas City and St. Louis on consumer educa
tion for adults is administered from a city extension office in each situ-
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ation, separate from the county offices in Jackson and St. Louis coun
ties respectively. 

In her thesis on urban club work, Miss Kohl of Montana reported 
that in 32 of the 34 states studied, the urban club work is conducted by 
the regular county extension offices. As a general rule, special agents 
serve urban areas, if the full-time of one or more agents is required. 
(6d) In the Detroit area of 17 cities, the special club agent has an office 
with the Wayne County Extension Service. However in a majority of 
states, the same county staff members handle both the rural and urban 
club work. 

In both Portland and Salem, Oregon, separate city extension offices 
are maintained in public school buildings for urban areas. 

An attempt has been made in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to coordinate 
the 4-H work with the Municipal Recreation Service under the guid
ance of the Agricultural Extension Service. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. As urban areas enroll larger numbers of members and develop 

more complete programs, the full·time of one or more agents probably 
will be needed. Experience has shown that one agent can handle one 
type of program more efficiently than the same agent or agents can 
handle both the rural and urban work together. 

b. Also, with a large urban 4-H program, the people will feel more 
need to contact the agent in charge. Other extension studies have shown 
that the people usually contact the extension office most who live near 
enough to visit the office conveniently. 

4. How Is This Urban 4-H Work Financed? 

In most states, the urban 4-H program is financed entirely through 
regular extension funds. However, there were three other typical modi
fications of this plan reported: 

a. In the Detroit area, the salary of the special 4-H agent is pro
vided by the regular extension service; but the expenses of his office, 
stenographic help, supplies and cost of travel are cared for by the 
Wayne County Board of Supervisors. 

b. Oregon pioneered in developing urban 4-H work well over 30 
years ago. In Portland, the Public School Administration shares in fi
nancing the work; and in Salem, the City Council. 

c. In Denver, Colorado, the city and the county contribute their 
respective shares in matching state and federal money. 

Some Evaluations. - The following administrative principles are 
suggested: . 

a It generally is sound policy for the county and city to share 
expenses with the Agricultural Extension Service, because then the 
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local people can exercise proper democratic leadership and control 
over their own 4-H work, in cooperation with the Agricultural Exten
sion Service. 

b. Likewise, the Agricultural Extension Service will need to con
tinue to share in financing this urban 4-H work, because the right to 
supervise usually follows money. 

5. According to Present Trends, What Is the Probable Outlook and 
Future 4-H Development in Urban Areas? 

The 4-H work in urban areas is increasing about as rapidly as local 
leaders can be found and trained, according to reports of the states. 
"Probably, the future development of 4-H work depends more upon do
ing a good job as a demonstration of its value than upon any other fac
tor," according to one state leader. 

Also, the reports claimed that the future expansion of the program 
will be limited by the amount of funds made available to employ trained 
agents in charge. 

A few states expressed the idea that the urban 4-H work probably 
never will become as popular as in rural areas, since the urban people 
have several youth organizations to serve certain other needs of youth. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. It seems that as farms become larger and fewer the people tend 

to move into non-farm areas. Then, many of them join with their neigh
bors in requesting 4-H work for their sons and daughters. 

b. Probably in some situations, an indirect approach to securing the 
very much desired voluntary leaders would be more effective than the 
direct approach now being used in some states. That is, by developing 
a neighborhood interest which in time probably could be crystallized 
into the selection of a small but representative sponsoring committee. 
If qualified, the members of the committee themselves could either 
volunteer or secure the leaders from the neighborhood as needed. To 
assume this responsibility, the sponsors will need to know enough 
about 4-H work to believe in its values and to overcome local obstacles. 

c. In the end, only successful experience will justify the · continu
ance of urban 4-H work. If some of the main needs of youth are being 
met with 4-H work, it is very probable that the local people, under 
guidance, will sponsor it, lead it and help finance it. 

6. What Methods Have Been Used To Inform Youth in Urban Areas 
of 4-H Opportunities (and) 

7. What Methods Have Been Used To Recruit Them in 4-H Work? 

Many of the requests for 4-H work in urban areas have come as a 
result of the interest stimulated each year by the nation-wide programs 
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of the National 4-H Club Week in March, National 4-H Achievement 
Week in November, and the National Club Congress at Chicago in late 
November. Locally, 4-H information also reaches the people through 
stories of achievements, group activities and events as reported in the 
newspapers, over the radio and on television, by letters and telephone 
calls, by talks of former members and leaders in neighborhood meet
ings with parents and other sponsors. 

The most common procedures used in recruiting members have 
been various ways of following-up the expressed interests of indivi
duals and organizations in developing local 4-H clubs. 

In each of Portland and Salem, Oregon, the 4-H Advisory Council, 
representing the main local organizations that are interested in youth, 
advertise 4-H work systematically through its respective organizations. 
Also, scholarships are provided by these groups to the annual, ten
day 4-H Summer School at the College of Agriculture. In addition, 
many churches sponsor 4-H clubs. This approach has stimulated many 
cities throughout the country to use the Oregon plan. 

a. The Denver, Colorado, plan is used, as follows: (6h) 
(1). Recruiting often is done at the schools as a place for contacting 

youth of club age; then, the follow-up work is conducted outside the 
schools. Leaflets describing 4-H work are distributed among the boys 
and girls by the agent in charge at the time club work is explained to 
them. 

(2). A short time later, the agent re-visits the same schools and 
calls-out the boys and girls of club age who are interested in 4-H work. 
Tentative lists of possible members . and leaders are compiled, with 
the help of the boys and girls, who are prospective members, them
selves. 

(3). Then, the agent follows-up the suggestions of these boys and 
girls by visiting prospective leaders. If they do not accept, the parents 
are contacted and asked to become volunteer leaders, or to suggest 
others of the neighborhood for this responsibility. 

(4). This procedure failing, the agent goes back to the schools as 
a last resort for the recommendations of the school administrators. 

(5). Finally, the agent attends the organization meeting of each 
new club and helps plan the local program. Literature, blank forms 
and other needed supplies are distributed and their uses explained, 
both to the leaders and the members, and to any parents who may be 
present. (6e) 

(6). The agent sends reorganization letters along with blank forms, 
literature and other needed supplies, to current leaders of old clubs 
which are continuing. 
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b. In the Detroit area, the 4-H leaflets are distributed from booths 
at flower shows and at the annual Junior Livestock Exposition. This 
procedure has created much interest in 4-H work, according to the 
agent in charge. These interests were followed-up, as reviewed below: 

(1). The agent met with the Boards of Education to secure per
mission to visit the schools and explain 4-H work to the pupils of club 
age. 

(2). Then, a letter was sent to all superintendents in the 17 cities 
of the area and to all public housing projects relative to their possible 
interest in the organization of 4-H clubs. This resulted in the recruit
ing of 70 percent of the leaders from among the regular teachers. 

(3). In addition, talks were made by the agent before all kinds of 
civic clubs of these cities. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. In the main, sound promotional methods were used in most cities. 

These procedures were carried out wherever the local interest devel
oped, without conducting an organized drive or campaign. A mass 
drive for membership usually should not be undertaken, unless there 
is a background of 4-H success by individual clubs and the key persons 
of the neighborhood have a general understanding of the objectives 
and methods of 4-H work. 

b. Also, the methods of organization used generally seemed to be 
practical. No clubs were organized without leaders as a pre-requisite; 
and, in most states, the membership rolls for the current year were 
closed early in the spring. This procedure provided as long a period as 
possible for project work. 

c. The majority of the states reported a preference for holding club 
meetings in the homes, presumably, because the teaching materials 
and equipment were there. This plan had a tendency to secure more 
parent cooperation, too. 

If the homes could not serve the best needs for a meeting place, 
the school buildings and the churches were the next choices in most 
cities. All seemed to agree, however, that the meetings should not be 
held during school hours under class-room discipline. This would not 
be group work with responsibility placed upon the officers and the 
members of the club. 

Clubs sponsored by local churches seemed to get good results by 
meeting in the youth activity rooms, which usually contained valuable 
equipment for project work and generally afforded space for games. 

d. Most of the clubs were small project groups, composed mainly 
of youth from 10 to 13 or 14 years of age, the girls far outnumbering 
the boys. Portland, Oregon, reports that more than 30 years of club 
work have developed an urban program which tends to hold older 
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youth, including a large proportion of boys. Cities with short experi
ence are having difficulty in developing a challenging program for 
older youth. But rural areas are having this difficulty, too. 

e. Not many of the clubs seemed to have balanced programs, as in 
rural 4-H work, with project work supplemented by recreation, camps, 
group discussion and service to the neighborhood. (5a) 

f. The agents in several cities complained about too much adult 
domination with not enough responsibility being placed upon the offi
cers, junior leaders, committee chairmen and the members. This situ
ation often is true for rural clubs, too. Junior leaders and committee 
chairmen probably will find their places with more experience and 
training. This situation should correct itself. 

The ideal in group work is to have the "flo" of activities from the 
members. That is, the program is pur posive in the minds of the mem
bers; it is planned by the members; it is executed, or carried-out, by 
the members; and it is judged, evaluated, measured or appraised by 
the members - all under the sympathetic guidance of leaders who 
gradually learn to get into the background as advisors. (7 a ) 

8. What 4-H Club Projects and Group Activit i es Do These Urban 
Members Undertake? 

The projects and group activities are broken down into the follow
ing divisions: 

a. GROUP ACTIVITIES. - Typical group activities for youth in non
farm areas reported by the states were dramatics, fire-prevention, good 
grooming, health, courtesies, reereation including folk-games and 
square-dancing, roller skating, safety and thrift. These also are typical 
of rural 4-H clubs. 

b. HOME ECONOMICS PROJECTS. - The main home economics proj
ects reported were batchelor sewing, clothing, camp cooking, embroid
ery, food preparation, food preservation, flower garden, flower arrange
ment and flower shows, home management, home helpers' project, 
home accounts, home nursing and child care, family relations and knit
ting. A large number of boys carry-out foods projects so as to help 
in the homes. 

c. AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS. - The main agricultural projects re
ported were auto mechanics and the family car, soil and water conser
vation mainly on vacant lots, electricity, forestry in nearby forest re
serves, garden, home grounds, home plants, bees, insect control, ento
mology, pets, know your dog, pigeons, poultry, rabbits , small fruits, 
power mowers and tractor maintenance. 

d. MISCELLANEOUS PROJECTS.- These projects were baby-sitting, 
bicycle maintenance, bird study, chip carving, clay modeling, home re-
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pairs, hobbies, junior leadership, metal etching, painting, photography, 
personal accounts, personality development, vocational information 
and vocational guidance, wood carving and wild flowers. 

e. CLUB EVENTS. - Both rural and urban youth participated in 
about the same club events. The main local events for urban youth 
were the following: 

(1). Home visits to individual projects. 
(2). Attendance at regular club meetings, tours, exhibits in store 

windows and at county fairs, district fairs and state fairs. 
(3). Camp attendance. (First choice of members.) 
(4). Dramatic contests. 
(5). Demonstration contests. 

Some Evaluations. - Observations are made, as follows: 
a. The tendency over the country has been to start in urban proj

ects with smatl groups of members, presumably because this is the 
simplest and easiest approach. However, Texas is reported to have sev
eral counties with county-wide club organizations including both the 
rural and village members in one club. (6f) In Massachusetts, the city 
school boards often pay the teachers for leading 4-H garden clubs dur
ing the summer months. Minnesota paid such local leaders in the early 
days of club work. This practice was handed-down from the war-time 
gardens which seemed to get excellent results. 

Project work alone will not hold the members as long as when it 
is balanced up with other group activities, as several cities reported. 
This seems to be true because all the members are not interested in 
the same things, but a program of variety with recognition tends to 
balance-up the project work. (5a) 

b. Pre-adolescents of about 9 to 13 years of age usually want to be 
in separate groups - boys with boys and girls with girls. However, 
adolescents of about 13 to 18 years of age generally desire to be togeth
er in an overall club. It may be desirable to follow this gregarious 
urge of youth as much as possible in club organization. 

c. Reports of the states indicate that local and outside club events 
have not been emphasized as effectively with urban youth as with rural 
youth. States with years of urban experience tend to place both rural 
and urban yuuth in the same events, including trips to the National 
Club Congress and to the National Club Camp. 

d. The general sentiment seen.. to be that 4-H project plans should 
be revised as need be to meet urban conditions, especially for the met
ropolitan centers. 

e. Like projects for rural members, the home economics projects 
in urban areas are largely built around the home enterprises of the 
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mother. On the other hand, a California study shows that only one 
urban boy in ten wants to follow the occupation of his father. Some 
additional base, other than home occupations, will need to be found 
for meeting the interests and need of youth, especially in the metro
politan centers for agricultural projects. (3a) 

9. Which of These Projects Are Carried-out by Younger Members 
and Which by Older Members? 

In the main, the same projects have been offered to urban youth as 
to rural youth, the younger members selecting smaller projects than the 
older ones. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. Most of the project units in urban areas are smaller than similar 

projects in rural areas; however, there seems to be a tendency for the 
projects to become larger with experience as is reported by Oregon. 

b. Other extension studies have shown that youth in 'both rural and 
urban situations crave vocational information which is readily available 
in books for the local leaders and members. However, only experts can 
give constructive vocational guidance. This can be done in camps, 
short courses, etc. 

10. How Are Voluntary Leaders Selected in Urban Areas? . 

The following different procedures in 4-H leader selection were 
reported by the states: 

a. In the main, the same methods have been used in selecting local 
leaders in urban areas that have been used in rural areas. 

b. In a few states, the boys and girls select their own leaders. In 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the members nominate their leaders for agent 
approval. 

c. Several cities place the responsibilty of leader selection upon 
committees of parents, Parent Teachers' Associations, school adminis
trators and service clubs. 

d. The extension agents select the 4-Flleaders in some urban areas. 
e. In Denver, Colorado, a number of women college students often 

lead home economics project groups along lines of their interests, 
training and outlook. 

f. In the Detroit, Michigan, area, a majority of the leaders are teach
ers. However, volunteers are not accepted until satisfactory interviews 
are held with them by the agent. 

g. Former rural members often volunteer and usually become effi
cient urban leaders. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. It would seem to be a sound procedure to require agent approval 
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of member nominations for leaders, especially for inexperienced 
groups; and to accept volunteer leaders only after satisfactory inter
views are held with them. In one state, the 4-H members can select 
their own leaders only from an approved list, as compiled confidential
ly in advance by an adult advisory committee. 

b. Very few states reported the use of junior leaders, yet most of 
the reports complained of a shortage of adult leaders. Probably, junior 
leaders will come into their own with longer tenure of club member
ship. 

c. The agents of a few states reported that service clubs are better 
as sponsors than as a source of local leaders. 

d. Most of the state leaders reporting seemed to feel that any 
teachers and other paid professional people, "pinch-hitting" as local 
leaders, should be superseded by voluntary leaders from the neighbor
hood as soon as they can be found and trained. Likewise, the agents are 
gradually shifting the responsibility of leader selection to the local 
people who sponsor the clubs. These trends are in line with approved 
extension procedures. 

11. How Are Voluntary Leaders Trained in Group Work Methods? 

A total of nine states out of fifteen reported that the leaders in ur
ban areas are being trained along with the rural leaders in both sub
ject matter and methods - as held in county, district and state con
ferences. 

All of the state reports emphasized the importance of holding pers
onal conferences with individual leaders by the agent in charge. The 
Denver, Colorado, people carry this same idea further by communicat
ing also with the leaders by telephone, as needed on current problems. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. As urban 4-H work grows, the tendency in several states is to con

duct separate leader training meetings for both rural and urban leaders. 
However, there are some advantages in training them together. 

h. If the extension office is accessible to the voluntary leaders, they 
are more likely to visit the agents in charge when they need special 
help, according to other extension studies. This opportunity for train
ing tends to give the leaders a feeling of self-confidence and satisfac
tion. 

12. What Difficulties Have Arisen, if any, Peculiar to Urban Areas 
(and) 

13. How Are These Difficulties Being Met? 

The main difficulties reported about urban 4-H work and the pos
sible remedies suggested are summarized briefly, as follows: 
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a. The members of an urban 4-H club often are drawn from widely 
scattered sections of a large community. It is easier to secure members 
from a small, dense area. This apparent lack of unity in some situations 
was reported to be discouraging parent cooperation, especially the 
leadership of men. 

b. Because of this lack of familiarity in the beginning with their 
own relationships in 4-H work, sometimes unintentionally the parents 
fail to make suitable materials and home equipment available for the 
use of their own sons and daughters, who are project members. Too 
often, they think of club work mainly as play. 

c. Competition by other agencies for the members' time is greater 
in urban than in rural areas; and the urban families are away from 
home more during the vacation periods of summer than are rural fam
ilies. Also, rural youth work hard on the farms and in the homes and 
expect to work in the 4-H activities. On the other hand, urban youth 
are not so accustomed to hard work and often think of such group work 
mainly as leisure-time opportunities. 

d. Of course, many urban parents are gainfully employed and are 
away from home at the time club meetings and other club events are 
held; consequently, they often cannot secure first-hand club information 
and experience, as rural parents do. However, many urban mothers do 
attend these club functions. 

e. The Denver, Colorado, agents have set up urban committees to 
help their people plan and carry-out the club program, as follows: (6g) 

(1). The Members' Council. 
(2). The Junior Leaders' Organization. 
(3). The City Advisory Council. 

f. By and large, about the same basic home economics projects .are 
used in both rural and urban areas. However, many of the agricultural 
projects in crop production and livestock cannot be adapted so well to 
urban areas, as explained by the states as follows: 

(1). It is necessary to select projects which do not require "llUch 
land space and animals that can be kept within city limits and can be 
raised and managed in a practical way. 

(2). Also within urban areas, the diversified occupations of the par
ents do not lend themselves to a grouping of members about a common 
project interest. 

(3). In addition" the projects in urban areas usually are smaller than 
rural projects and often do not challenge older youth, are not always 
closely related to the home and neighborhood and require less parent 
cooperation to carry them out than rural projects generally do. 
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(4). It seems that these projects often are looked upon as leisure
time opportunities and not also for providing certain useful informa
tion, practical skills and changes in attitudes. 

(5). The state reports indicate rather uniformly that before 4-H 
work in urban areas can be expanded materially, at least two essential 
developments will need to take place, as: 

(a.) The local people will need to increase their own sponsorship 
and leadership so as to satisfy the growing requests for more clubs. 

(b). Additional finances will need to be made available for employ
ing more trained agents to have charge of the urban program. 

Some Evaluations. - The following observations are made: 
a. Apparently, there is developing a real need for neighborhood 

sponsorship in many urban areas, especially in situations where the 
members are scattered considerably. Local unity tends to give the 
parents and other sooperators a "we-feeling" about the local club. The 
situation may be explained further, as follows: 

(1). Generally, parents in urban areas do not take as much interest 
in 4-H work as rural parents do. This should be a challenge to leaders 
at all levels of responsibility. 

(2). Too often the parents in both rural and urban areas are prone 
to look upon the local club as the sole responsibility of the voluntary 
leaders and not the responsibility of the whole neighborhood. Instead, 
often they have a tendency to think of the place of the voluntary leader 
something like they are accustomed to think of the place of the paid 
teacher in school. 

b. Project and group activities should be adapted to urban situ
ations, such as: 

(1). As previously stated, rural projects generally are patterned 
after the farm and home enterprises of the parents. This relationship' 
enables the members to learn practical skills at their homes by the ap
prenticeship system under parental guidance between club meetings. 

On the other hand in urban areas, an average of only one boy in ten 
plans to follow the occupation of his father, according to the California 
study. This situation requires project adjustments which many of the 
states are in the process of making. (3a) 

(2). Small projects often are looked upon by the members as not 
being important enough to require the keeping of records and making 
reports. The Oregon people motivate achievements with educational 
trips to the Short Course at the State College. Probably, check-sheets 
could be used for the younger members, as is done in New York State; 
and then analytical records be required only for older members, who 
can profit by analyses of their experiences. 
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c. It would seem that urban 4-H work, especially in the metropoli
tan centers, is at the beginning of the same kind of an educational proc
ess that rural clubs have been experiencing throughout the country 
for many years. That is, the local organization often has grown from a 
small project group into a larger neighborhood club in which a wider 
variety of projects, group activities and community services can be 
carried out under a continuous club program. 

If the neighborhood club organization is not yet feasible under exist
ing conditions, possibly all the small groups of the same general com
munity can meet together occasionally, by special arrangement, and 
conduct a joint program of recreation, social activities and community 
services which each club cannot do so well alone. Several state reports 
indicate that this enrichment of the local club programs tends to leng
then the tenure of membership. 

As the larger neighborhood interests are developed in both rural 
and urban areas, it usually becomes necessary for the parents, leaders 
and members to share more in the program planning, in carrying-out 
the plans and in evaluating together, from time to time, their own 
achievements so as to improve them. 

d. In several states, the leaders in urban areas are being trained 
in joint conferences with rural leaders. However, as the urban pro
grams have developed and a better understanding of the urban situ
ation is gained, there has been a tendency to conduct separate leader 
training conferences in the urban areas, as has been done in Oregon 
for years. 
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IV. SOME BACKGROUND FACTORS FOR A BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING OF RURAL AND URBAN PEOPLE 

1. Traditional Urban-Rural Relations (16a) 

21 

Rural and urban people probably will be able to work out a more 
acceptable plan for conducting 4-H work if the age-old traditions which 
have had a tendency to separate them until recently are better under
stood and evaluated. To this end, the following facts are reviewed and 
interpreted: 

a. It is claimed that no small part of these differences has been 
due to urban attitudes of superiority and to rural isolation. Until re
cently, farm people seldom have been massed together sufficiently into 
local, county or larger units to express a consensus of opinion on public 
questions, even in their own interests. In the meantime, urban organi
zations have helped to finance certain farm enterprises, but often as 
"good business." Generally, only the "top" farmers have been accepted 
in social ways by urban organizations. 

b. "Movements from the country to the city always have been de
plored; (and) the drift is world-wide." It has been mainly young people 
who have left the farm. However, in times of industrial depressions 
migrations have been reversed from the cities to country, largely by 
families seeking subsistence and shelter. Also, with the development 
of farm machinery, no longer are so many farmers needed to feed the 
rest of the people, hence another urge to move to urban and industrial 
centers. 

c. Apparently all down through the years, farm people have be
lieved that urban life was more attractive than rural living. They seem 
to have felt that a higher standard of living could be secured in urban 
life. This included their own likes and dislikes, economic betterment, 
health services, recreational facilities, educational opportunities, trans
portation conveniences, religious affiliations and more social rela
tionships. 

d. However, the moving of rural people to the cities has not all 
been on the positive side, as: 

(1). Routine work in the cities usually is less interesting than work 
in the country; but the many human contacts made in the cities tend to 
be more stimulating for personality development than country living. 

(2). On the other hand, country living generally fosters individual
ity and independence; while city living, for the rank and file of people, 
often is more superficial. 

(3). In most rural neighborhoods there is a sense of brotherhood, 
probably due to the face-to-face relationships existing within the pri
mary group, which informally serves as a kind of clearing-house on 10-
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cal matters and tends to develop the "we-feeling" within the local group. 
This unity is becoming less, too. Whereas, city people, with some not
able exceptions, function mainly through secondary groups, such as 
civic clubs, the schools, the churches, business organizations, recrea
tional associations, etc. With the exception of the schools, these special 
interest groups generally are drawn from many sections of the city 
and the membership of each secondary group usually is not based 
upon where the members live. Consequently, city special interest 
groups generally do not exercise much control over the individuals of a 
neighborhood or secure their cooperation as a unit on local problems. 

(4). Dr. Stephen S. Visher of the Geography Department of Indiana 
University seems to have established the fact in a survey that closely
knit neighborhoods, where there is mutual understanding of local ob
jectives and a willingness to assume aggressive leadership responsibil
ities in carrying them out, are likely to develop a relatively large num
ber of youth with ambition, skills and leadership in both rural and 
urban neighborhoods. By this process, both youth and adults tend to 
move along socially approved patterns of procedure. Consequently, "If 
athletes are desired, then boys will try to become athletes; if the stan
dard of worth is scholarship, then schools are developed; (and) if it 
is a 'Cinderella shoe', then girls will try to wear it." (la) 

"Great people rarely come from communities where money making 
is the big thing, or where the emphasis is placed on exploiting land or 
people," said Dr. Visher. Continuing, "Good soil attracts good people, 
but good soil does not make good people." 

e. But the relative situation of rural and urban youth has right
about-faced during the past 50 years. Formerly, earnest, energetic and 
talented farm youth went to the cities and rose to positions of respon
sibility and leadership through the apprenticeship system of "learning 
to do by doing," under guidance. In the main, that door of opportunity 
has been closed to untrained youth. (17a) . 

In the meantime, the city schools have been training city youth 
to assume city jobs without starting with the apprenticeship training. 
Now, untrained rural and urban youth are likely to secure in the cities 
only "blind-alley" jobs or standardized union wages. 

f. And the old order of relationships has changed, too. Neither the 
present rural nor urban status is considered self-sufficient anymore, 
under the present division of labor. Farmers look to industry for means 
of production - tractors, gas, oil, fertilizers,construction materials, 
clothing, fuel, processed foods, etc. Urban people are very dependent 
upon farmers for food and fiber. The need for mutual confidence and 
assistance to secure social and economical benefits for both rural and 
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urban people which cannot be secured alone, is becoming recognized 
by both. 

2. Urban People, Their Business and Community Life 
The introduction of 4-H work and its development within urban 

areas will be conditioned by how the people earn their living, the size 
of the overall community, the kinds and quality of leadership available, 
the classes of people prevailing, etc. A brief explanation of these as
pects of urban life is given, as follows: (lla) 

a. "The life of a community revolves around the business of pro
ducing and earning a living," according to the prevailing division of 
labor. This income indirectly secures public benefits through taxes
for education, municipal services and government. In rural areas, the 
4-H projects generally are based upon the farm and home enterprises 
of the parents. Whereas, in the cities there is no one occupational back
ground which can become a project basis, especially for boys. 

b. There was little need for specialization in both primitive and 
rural societies. This lack of specialization had a tendency to unify 
the whole lleighborhood with a common background. Will urban spec
ialization become a barrier to neighborhood unity in 4-H work? 

c. Often, there has been a tendency for business and industrial lead
ership in urban areas to bend civic enterprises into "good business" 
for themselves in a patronizing way, since their organizations provided 
employment for the people. However, experience has demonstrated 
that voluntary leadership is at its best when it serves the interests of 
all the group by will of the people. 

d. In many cities, both residential and industrial areas are becom
ing decentralized, thus creating smaller urban units, suburban units 
or city-fringes which have certain rural background aspects. On the 
surface, this urban field seems to have conflicting elements which will 
need to be understood better before 4-H work can be developed fully 
there. (Page 4) 

e. A number of relatively small industries migrate from place to 
place and season to season, as opportunities arise to secure cheaper 
labor and raw materials, etc. This change often causes a number of 
people to move about, quite like the tenant farmers. This tends to 
disrupt neighborhood life. 

f. In western society, the people have been classified arbitrarily 
as follows: 

(1). Upper Class _________________ 6 percent of the total population 
(2). Middle Class ~------------- 88 percent of the total population 
(3). Lower Class __________ ______ 6 percent of the total population 

Most people seem to feel that they belong to the great middle class, 
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which in turn is divided into several subdivisions. This class is freest 
from juvenile delinquency. The great middle class is the group in which 
4-H and other voluntary youth organizations have developed most in 
rural areas. Will the same trends prevail in urban situations? 

g. Also, the occupations have been arranged arbitrarily in the fol
lowing order on basis of distinctiveness: Professionals, including teach
ers and research workers ; proprietors and officers; farmers and tenants; 
low-salaried workers; wage earners; servants and farm laborers. Can 
4-H work serve a cross-section of all these groups of different status? 

h. Occupational mobility, moving up or down 'in distinctiveness, 
still is possible in America, largely because of the free , public schools. 
However, there is some evidence of social stratification. There were 
71.9 percent of wage-earners whose offspring remained wage-earners, 
according to a typical western community survey. Also, it is common 
knowledge that families who come into wealth through achievement, 
by inheritance or unearned increment, often move to a new urban 
neighborhood, buy a more expensive automobile and try to assume 
more distinctiveness. Can 4-H work integrate all these groups and 
families of different status about a common interest? 

3. The Relative Roles of Rural and Urban Families 

Some important facts about the relative roles of rural and urban 
families are submitted herein to the end that additional light may be 
thrown upon the probable relationships of 4-H work within the homes, 
as follows: (lOa) 

a. Families that have a common background of customs, duties, 
attitudes and occupations, modified by training, tend to assume leader
ship responsibilties in common neighborhood projects. The diversified 
background of urban families, especially in the metropolitan centers, 
may require a new approach to 4-H leadership. 

b. It is a recognized fact that rural non-farm youth and city youth 
usually do not have one common family background as a basis for uni
fied neighborhood 4-H project work. Unless both groups follow a con
solidated school, or have some other common experience together, 
separate clubs for each group may have to be maintained. Rural farm 
youth are becoming more varied in occupational and social interests, 
too. (8a) 

c. Traditionally, rural families as a class have been under more auth
oritarian control than urban families. Except for certain first and sec
ond generations of foreign nationality groups, urban parents and chil
dren have a tendency to become more nearly equal in matters of family 
authority and control. Apparently, the trend in balanced families of 
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both rural and urban neighborhoods is towards more democratic pro
cedures, with a consultative and consensus approach to family plan
ning, decision making and problem solving, under the leadership, not 
domination, of the parents. This procedure helps to promote and 
maintain family pride and unity. (13a) 

d. The role of the family varies with its size and situation. As a 
class, farm families are larger than urban families. In large families, 
the children tend to socialize each other and to cooperate in both work 
and play. However, as a general rule, children from large families do 
not go as far educationally as children from small families. 

e. It seems that urban parents are somewhat more demonstrative 
in expressing affection for their children than are rural parents. Rural 
families work hard for long hours, have a limited amount of leisure 
time and seem to take affection as a matter of course. Probably, this 
urban trait may be one approach to the problem of holding the family 
together. Also, this may become another interest basis for sponsoring 
urban 4-H club work. (13a) 

Other studies show that children create more family unity, if par
ents want them; and less unity, if children are not wanted. This attitude 
might condition the cooperation of such parents. 

The preceding reviews represent the adult angle of the youth situ
ation. The questionnaires show that most of the urban enrollments are 
among the younger members, as is the rural situation. This fact raises 
the question as to what older youth think about their own situation. 

4. "Youth Tell Their Story" 

The situation of older youth probably can be understood best by 
reviewing the relationships of youth within the home, the school, the 
church, at work and in play, as recorded in a study made by the Ameri
can Youth Commission, whose findings are given briefly, as follows: (2a) 

a. The Home Siuation. - The home situation of older youth seems 
to be rather stable, both in rural and urban areas. Of 13,528 typical 
youth interviewed, 16 to 24 years of age, four out of five lived at home; 
and only three percent of them expressed a desire to leave home, if 
they COUld. 

Also, 3000 youth of this age group were married and living with 
their parents, 18 percent of them having been married before they 
were 16 years of age. The rate of marriage was two to one from un
skilled groups as compared to the professional occupations. 

Broken homes were three times as prevalent .in urban as in rural 
areas. Two-thirds of the parents were living together, one-third being 
from homes broken by death, separation, desertion or Wvorce. The 
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white race had a much smaller percentage of broken homes than neg
roes. On basis of religious affiliations, the broken homes increased 
in the following order: Jewish, Catholics, Protestants, mixed religious 
affiliations, and persons with no religious connections. 

The number of youth in the families increased as the occupations 
of the fathers descended from the professional levels to the unskilled 
labor ranks, the parents of foreign nationalities having more children 
than native born. 

The youth of villages were the most unsettled, where three out of 
four wanted to move. Likewise, one out of two older youth usually 
wanted to move from rural areas. 

b. The School Situation. - A larger percentage of older girls were 
in school than of older boys, and the girls of all races generally attained 
higher grades than the boys. The lowest grades were made by children 
from the unskilled labor groups. Of those in school, two-thirds were in 
the public schools; one-eighth, in private schools; and one-fourth, in 
college. 

More than one-third of youth left school when compulsory atten
dance ceased, generally by 16 years of age; one-half quit by 17; and 
three-fourths of them by 18. They left school for economic reasons, 
because graduation from school gave them a feeling of completion and 
because of a lack of interest. The longer that youth remained in school, 
the less they "glutted" the labor market especially in urban centers. 

Of the older youth in schools, one in four was employed for part 
time; and 60 percent of the unemployed desired vocational information 
and guidance. 

c. The Church Situation. - In all, 71 percent of older youth had 
church affiliations, with four-fifths of them embracing the faith of 
their parents. In homes where the parents differed on religion, the 
faith of the mothers was chosen two to one over the faith of the 
fathers. 

d. The Work Situation. - The larger the city, the greater was the 
amount of unemployment. Of this age group, four out of ten were em
ployed on full-time jobs, the boys receiving higher wages than the 
girls; and non-farm youth, higher than farm youth. 

There were symptoms of social stratification in older youth em
ployment, as two-thirds of the so-called "white-collar" youth were from 
"white-collar" families; and 60 percent of the employed youth from the 
lower labor levels were employed at the same levels of labor as their 
fathers. 
- Also, two out of ten of these young people were unemployed, repre

senting two urban to one rural youth. Of the unemployed, two-thirds 
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were young men. Less than half of the unemployed youth was regis
tered with any employment bureau or agency. 

e. The Play Situation. - Older youth preferred the following play 
activities, in the order named: 

Boys 
Individual sports ______________ __ 21.8% 
Reading ______________________________ 16 
Team games ______________________ 15.7 
Loafing ______________________________ 13.1 
Dating, dancing ________________ 10.9 
Movies ________________________________ 9.4 
Hobbies ____ __________________ _____ ___ 5.5 
Listening to radio ____________ 1.8 
Quiet games ______ __________ ____ __ 1. 6 
Other activities ________________ 3.8 

Girls 
Reading ___________ ___ _______________ _ 
Dating, dancing _______________ _ 
Handicraft and hobbies ___ _ 
M 0 vi es _________________________ ______ _ 
Individual sports ___________ ____ _ 
Loafing _____________________________ _ 
Listening to radio ___ ____________ _ 
Team games _____________________ _ 
Quiet games ____________ _________ _ 
Other activities _________________ _ 

35 % 
13.7 
13.4 
12 
11.4 
5.4 
2.2 
1.1 

.8 
5.3 

In the main, social dancing was at night clubs, road houses and beer 
joints, under the supervision of a floor manager. As a general rule, 
youth did not like these places. The need for organized groups was evi
dent. 

Of all older youth, three-fourths of them did not belong to an org
anized club of any kind. In urban areas, three out of ten belonged; but 
the relative number was still lower in rural areas. However, those who 
made higher grades in school took part in more voluntary group work 
activities when out of school than youth who ranked lower in school. 

The main motives for joining clubs of various kinds were as follows: 
(1). A desire for self-government and self-determination. 
(2). The pleasure of playing an important role among own-age 

group. 
(3). A strong preference for much independence from adult super

vision or leadership. However, they would accept the help of neighbor
hood sponsors. 

In all, seven out of ten urban youth complained of inadequate rec
reational facilities. They would add, as needed, parks, playgrounds, 
swimming pools, play centers, movies, television, cultural dance halls 
and organized clubs of their own. 
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V .. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following are the general summary and conclusions of this 
study: 

1. There are no legal barriers to the devolpment of extension work 
in urban areas. 

2. The 4-H club program is being developed in every section of the 
United States and in all types of urban situations, regardless of size and 
location. 

3. The trend throughout the country is to develop an overall ex
tension program. If the start is made with 4-H work; then ultimately, 
adult work is requested, or vice-versa. 

4. In most rural and urban situations, the neighborhood club, spon
sored by the parents or some other voluntary organization of the 
people, is preferred to a club that is conducted as an extra-curricular 
activity of the school. As sponsors, many schools are not in a position 
to relate adequately the teaching to farm, home and community living. 

5. In both rural and urban clubs, the work project emphasis needs 
to be balanced-up with cultural group activities, such as recreation, 
camps, tours, group discussion, special 4-H events, community service, 
etc. In time, this usually leads to the development of a more-or-Iess 
continuous club organization. 

6. Project clubs tend to promote the organization of boys' clubs or 
girls' clubs. This separation generally meets the desires of pre-ado
lescents from about 9 to 13 years of age. But adolescents from about 13 
to 18 years of age usually want to be together in the same club. The de
velopment of the neighborhood club will help meet these normal situ
ations of youth. 

7. No doubt, the great variety of occupational backgrounds of the 
families represented in most urban clubs will make it desirable to main
tain very flexible project opportunities with several choices. 

8. In the r:nain, rural procedures with small adaptations to urban 
situations in organization and methods, are used in non-farm villages, 
in small cities and in suburban city-fringes. However, experiences in 
the metropolitan centers seem to indicate that further adaptations of · 
the rural 4-H program probably will come out of urban developments 
by trial and error, but in harmony with the culture of the local people. 

9. The local 4-H programs in both rural and urban areas seem to 
be planned too much by adult leaders. As the urban program develops, 
the need in this type of group work probably will be for more mem
ber participation - in purposefully choosing desired projects, group 
activities and events; in planning their own program; in executing 
or carrying-out their own work; and in judging, evaluating, measuring 
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families represented in most urban clubs will make it desirable to main
tain very flexible project opportunities with several choices. 

8. In the r:nain, rural procedures with small adaptations to urban 
situations in organization and methods, are used in non-farm villages, 
in small cities and in suburban city-fringes. However, experiences in 
the metropolitan centers seem to indicate that further adaptations of · 
the rural 4-H program probably will come out of urban developments 
by trial and error, but in harmony with the culture of the local people. 

9. The local 4-H programs in both rural and urban areas seem to 
be planned too much by adult leaders. As the urban program develops, 
the need in this type of group work probably will be for more mem
ber participation - in purposefully choosing desired projects, group 
activities and events; in planning their own program; in executing 
or carrying-out their own work; and in judging, evaluating, measuring 
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or appralSlng their own individual or group achievements and pro
cedures - all, under the guidance of adult and junior leaders. 

10. The need for better trained local leaders and more professional
ly trained agents to have charge of club programs is very evident, for 
both rural and urban situations. 

11. "It is the 4-H club policy in no case to be in direct competition 
with existing youth agencies, but to assist in reaching all the youth of 
the urban area with worthwhile project activities." This principle of 
cooperation from Salem, Oregon, applies to rural relationships equally 
welll. 
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THE MIZZOU 4·H CLUB 

All former or active 4-H club members attending the Univer
sity of Missouri may belong to the Mizzou 4-H Club. More than 40 
percent of the students in the College of Agriculture are eligible 
to belong. 

The Mizzou 4-H Club meets each month with its own officers 
in charge throughout the school year. The program includes 
recreation, dancing, group games and seasonal socials, group dis
cussion of 4-H problems and training for leadership service back 
home. 

All urban 4-H members and former members in attendance at 
the University will be most welcome to join with the rural mem
bers in this Mizzou 4-H Club. 
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